The American Philosophical Society creates unique opportunities for practitioners and scholars from a broad range of community settings and/or academic fields to share their work in ever-shifting communities of practice and intellectual inquiry.

The circulation of emerging, experimental, and newly synthesized approaches and ideas is central to the work that we foster at the APS. The openness to communal feedback that we encourage requires equal amounts of vulnerability and trust as the projects in discussion are in formation and flux. It is crucial, therefore, for all participants in APS seminars to exemplify the highest standards of professional conduct.

**This Forum seeks to be a safe space for presentations of Indigenous-led and community-engaged projects in support of the languages, traditions, history, and continuity of Indigenous peoples.** To that end, we ask that you participate with an open mind and a respectful spirit.

Please treat works-in-progress that you encounter in APS seminars in the same way as papers read or circulated at other professional and scholarly settings. Do not re-circulate another’s work in your own scholarship or teaching without the author’s explicit permission. Be generous in footnoting conversational insight into your project that entails another’s ongoing work. We expect others to extend the same courtesies to you.

*This statement is inspired by the Code of Professional Conduct from our fellow Independent Research Library, The Folger Institute.*